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   Viola, Renzo. 
-Album pages, No. V.  SEE HIS Doloris. 

  1 Viola, Renzo.  
-April: op. 85-B / by Renzo Viola.  
-4 p. of ms. music. Holograph in ink.  
-For piano.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC.  

  2 Viola, Renzo.  
-Arab delight: lullaby: for piano and voice / by Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score (9 p.). Holograph in ink.  
-Accompanied by text, mounted on verso t.p. English version by Frederick 
H. Martens.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO.  

  3 Viola, Renzo.  
-Arabesque: miniature piece for pianoforte / by Renzo Viola.  
-[2] p. of ms. music. Holograph (photocopy).  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC. 

   Viola, Renzo. 
 Arabian drum.  SEE HIS Darabooka. 

   Viola, Renzo. 
-Arabian master singer.  SEE HIS Darabookka. 

  4 Viola, Renzo.  
-The Arabian stroller / by Renzo Viola.  
-c1970.  
-[3] p. of ms. music. Holograph in ink.  
-For piano.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC. 

  5 Viola, Renzo.  
-Ave Maria / by Renzo Viola.  
-1956 Nov. 7.  
-1 ms. score (5 p.). Holograph in pencil.  
-For 4 voices (solo voice with 3-part chorus?) and piano. On t.p.: Nov 7 - 
1956; Lindenhurst, New York. At head of title: Ave Maria: Meditation.  
-SUBJECTS: SACRED PART SONGS WITH PIANO; CHORUSES, 
SACRED (3 PARTS) WITH PIANO.  

  6 Viola, Renzo.  
-The Aztec drum / music an[d] words by Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score (4 p.). Holograph in ink.  
-For voice and piano.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO.  
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  7 Viola, Renzo.  

-Berceuse / by Renzo Viola.  
-1921.  
-1 ms. score ([3] p. + 2 parts. Holographs, signed, in ink.  
-Score for violin and piano. Parts for alto saxophone and "bass" with cue 
for trombone..  
-SUBJECTS: VIOLIN AND PIANO MUSIC; INSTRUMENTAL 
ENSEMBLES. 

  8 Viola, Renzo.  
-Birds in the morning / by Renzo Viola.  
-[1] leaf of ms. music. Holograph in pencil.  
-For piano with chord symbols. Title changed from Birds in the sunset.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC.  

  9 Viola, Renzo.  
-Birds in the spring / words and music by Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score (7 [i.e. 4] p. Holograph in pencil and ink.  
-For voice and piano.  
-Bound with Mama doll. 
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITIH PIANO. 

   Viola, Renzo. 
-Birds in the sunset.SEE HIS Birds in the morning. 

  10 Viola, Renzo.  
-Blue eyes / by Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score ([3] p.). Holograph in pencil.  
-For voice and piano. In English. 
-Caption title ; on t.pl: Stornello sturling (Blue eyes). 
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO.  

 . 11 Viola, Renzo.  
-Bric-a-brac.  
-1 ms. score (2 p.) Holograph in ink and pencil.  
-Caption title: The drummer boy, or, Bric-a-brac: duet / by Renzo Viola. 
-For soprano and alto voices and piano.  
-Bound with Summer night song, or, You you you! 
-SUBJECTS: VOCAL DUETS WITH PIANO.  

  12 Viola, Renzo.  
-Catch me! / lirics and music by Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score (5 p.). Holograph in ink.  
-For voice and piano.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO.  
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  13 Viola, Renzo.  

-The cuckoo of the SMouldering castle: for pianoforte / by Renzo Viola.  
-[3] p. of ms. music. Holograph, signed, in ink.  
-Caption title: The cuckoo of the SMouldering castle = Il cucolo del 
vecchio castello / by Lorenzo Viola. Listed as The cuckoo, Six melodic 
pieces, III.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC.  

   Viola, Renzo.  
-Cucolo del vecchio castello, Il. SEE HIS Cuckoo of the SMouldering 
castle. 

  14 Viola, Renzo.  
-Cupid dance / by Renzo Viola.  
-[3] p. of ms. music. Holograph in pencil.  
-For piano.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC. 

  15 Viola, Renzo.  
-Cupie / by Renzo Viola.  
-c1924.  
-[3] p. of ms. music.  
-For piano. Title changed from: Kewpie. Badly stained.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC. 

  16 Viola, Renzo.  
-Darabookka: Arabian master singer / by Renzo Viola.  
-[3] p. of ms. music. Holograph in ink.  
-For piano. Accompanied by sketches with caption title: Darabookka: 
Arabian drum: The drum of the Arabian master singer,. Listed as 
Darabbookka, Six melodic pieces, II.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC.  

  17 Viola, Renzo.  
-Darakancan / by Renzo Viola.  
-[3] p. of ms. music. Holograph in pencil.  
-For piano. Caption title: Darakankan.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC.  

  18 Viola, Renzo.  
-Doloris / by Renzo Viola.  
-2 ms. parts. Holographs in ink.  
-In caption: No. V from Album pages (in six parts). Parts for solo trumpet 
("tacit if the oboe play") and solo clarinet with cues for I & II clarinet, I 
horn, and flute.  
-SUBJECTS: INSTRUMENTAL ENSEMBLES.  

   Viola, Renzo. 
-Drum of the Arabian master singer.  SEE HIS Darabookka. 
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  19 Viola, Renzo.  

-The drummer: for pianoforte / by Renzo Viola.  
-4 p. of ms. music. Holograph in ink.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC. 

   Viola, Renzo. 
-Drummer boy. SEE HIS Bric-a-brac. 

  20 Viola, Renzo.  
-Dwarfs dance: Never give up!: from the musical fantasy, The jar / words 
and music by Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score (2 p.). Holograph, in ink and pencil.  
-For voice and piano.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO.; MUSICALS - EXCERPTS.  

  21 Viola, Renzo.  
-Etude in g# minor / by R. Viola.  
-[2] p. of ms. music. Holograph in ink.  
-For piano. Title changed from: Prelude in g# minor.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC.  
-Related names and works: Prelude in g# minor. [MAI-3694]  

  22 Viola, Renzo.  
-The flag, of the new America.  
-1 ms. score (4 p.) + 2 ms. parts. Holograph in ink and pencil.  
-Score for voice and piano; parts for 1st & 2nd violins and 3rd & 4th 
violins.. Caption title: The flag.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO.; SONGS WITH INSTRUMENTAL 
ENSEMBLE.; PATRIOTIC SONGS.  
-Related names and works: Flag. [MAI-3695]  

  23 Viola, Renzo.  
-Fuga in sol # minore / by R. Viola.  
-c1928.  
-[3] p. of ms. music. Holograph in ink.  
-For piano.  
-SUBJECTS: CANONS, FUGUES, ETC. (PIANO).; PIANO MUSIC. 
[MAI-3696]  

  24 Viola, Renzo.  
-The Goldwater March / by Renzo Viola.  
-[1964?].  
-1 ms. score (4 p.). Holograph in pencil.  
-For voice or unison chorus with piano. On t.p.: To Senator Goldwater; To 
the Republican National Committee, Washington, D.C. In caption: Words 
and music by Renzo Viola.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO.; CHORUSES, SECULAR 
(UNISON) WITH PIANO.; CAMPAIGN SONGS.  
-Related names and works: Goldwater, Barry. [MAI-3697]  
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  25 Viola, Renzo.  

-Hail the banner / lirics and music by Renzo Viola.  
-c1939.  
-1 ms. score ([4] p.) + 11 parts. Holographs in pencil and ink.  
-Score for voice or unison chorus and piano; parts for flute, 2 clarinets, 
alto saxophone, 1st cornet, horn, 2 trombones, tuba (2 parts), bass drum & 
cimbal. In caption of parts: Hail the banner: March: Lindenhurst.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO.; SONGS WITH BAND.; 
CHORUSES, SECULAR (UNISON) WITH BAND.; PATRIOTIC 
SONGS. [MAI-3698]  

  26 Viola, Renzo.  
-Impatience: Violet: for piano / by Renzo Viola.  
-[2] leaves of ms. music. Photocopy.  
-Accompanied by Postit: I kept orig. because it was named after me. V.J.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC. [MAI-3699]  

  27 Viola, Renzo.  
-In the rain / by Renzo Viola.  
-c1936.  
-1 ms. score ([4] p.). Holograph in ink.  
-For voice and piano.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO. [MAI-3700]  

  28 Viola, Renzo.  
-Interlude / by Renzo Viola.  
-c1970.  
-[3] p. of ms. music. Holograph in ink and pencil.  
-For piano. Accompanied by rough copy in pencil. Title corrected from: 
Intermezzo.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC.  
-Related names and works: Intermezzo. [MAI-3701]  

   Viola, Renzo. 
-Jar.  SEE HIS Dwarfs dance. 

   Viola, Renzo. 
-Kewpie.  SEE HIS Cupie. 

  29 Viola, Renzo.  
-Lascia che guardi / R. Viola.  
-[2] leaves of ms. music. Holograph in pencil.  
-For voice and piano.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO. [MAI-3702]  

  30 Viola, Renzo.  
-Last night / words and music by Renzo Viola.  
-2 ms. scores ([2] leaves each). Holographs in pencil and in ink and pencil.  
-For voice and piano.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO. [MAI-3703]  
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  31 Viola, Renzo.  

-Let's all hail to Rotary: March / words and music by Renzo Viola.  
-5 parts. 3 holographs in pencil; 2 holographs (photocopies).  
-Parts for voice (2), flute, clarinet, and trumpet.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH INSTRUMENTAL ENSEMBLE.  
-Related names and works: Rotary International. [MAI-3704]  

  32 Viola, Renzo.  
-Lirica / by Renzo Viola.  
-[3] p. of ms. music.  
-For piano.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC. [MAI-3705]  

  33 Viola, Renzo.  
-March: The school mistress / by Renzo Viola.  
-[3] p. of ms. music + 2 parts. Holographs in ink.  
-For piano with interlinear words and parts for 1st and 4th trumpet. On 
t.p.: Six melodic pieces for pianoforte / by Lorenz Viola: Tulip, 
Darabbookka, The cuckoo, March, The Thrasher, Wind on the old pine.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC.; INSTRUMENTAL ENSEMBLES.; 
SONGS WITH INSTRUMENTAL ENSEMBLE.  
-Related names and works: Melodic pieces, IV; Six melodic pieces, IV; 
School teacher; Viola, Lorenz. [MAI-3706]  

  9 Viola, Renzo.  
-Mama doll / by R. Viola.  
-1 ms. score (p. 8-9). Holograph in pencil.  
-For voice and piano. Bound with Birds in the spring.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO. . 

  34 Viola, Renzo.  
-Marcia libellule / by R. Viola.  
-[3] p. of ms. music. Holograph in pencil.  
-For piano.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC. [MAI-3707]  

  35 Viola, Renzo.  
-May butterfly / by Renzo Viola.  
-5 p. of ms. music. Holograph in ink.  
-For piano.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC. [MAI-3708]  

   Viola, Renzo. 
-Meditation.  SEE HIS Ave Maria. 

   Viola, Renzo 
-Melodic pieces II.  SEE HIS Darabookka. 
-Melodic pieces III.  SEE HIS Cuckoo of the SMouldering castle. 
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  36 Viola, Renzo.  

-Melodie du coeur: romance / by Renzo Viola.  
-2 ms. parts. Holographs in ink.  
-Parts for I [or?] II piano and 3rd piano.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC (PIANOS (3)). [MAI-3709]  

   Viola, Renzo.  
-Moonlight / by Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score ([5] p.). Holograph in pencil and ink.  
-For voice and piano.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO. [MAI-3710]  

  38 Viola, Renzo.  
-My love: music and words by Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score ([4] p.). Holograph in ink and pencil.  
-For voice and piano.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO. [MAI-3711]  

  39 Viola, Renzo.  
-Near the brook; for pianoforte / by Renzo Viola.  
-[6] p. of ms. music.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC. [MAI-3713]  

  40 Viola, Renzo.  
-Nedda di la conca d'oru / by Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score (7 p.). Holograph in ink and pencil.  
-For voice and piano with cues for harp, percussion, and violins.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO.; SONGS WITH INSTRUMENTAL 
ENSEMBLE. [MAI-3712]  

   Viola, Renzo. 
-Never give up.  SEE HIS Dwarfs dance. 

  41 Viola, Renzo.  
-Non fuggir: parole e musica by Renzo Viola.  
-c1955.  
-2 ms. scores ([4] p. each). Holographs in ink and in pencil.  
-For voice and piano.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO. [MAI-3714]  

  42 Viola, Renzo.  
-Oh! wise moon / by Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score (4 p.). Holograph in ink.  
-For voice and piano.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO. [MAI-3715]  

  43 Viola, Renzo.  
-Panieriggir Alpine [?] / Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score (6 p.). Holograph in pencil.  
-For violin and piano. Title illegible.  
-SUBJECTS: VIOLIN AND PIANO MUSIC. [MAI-3716]  
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  44 Viola, Renzo.  

-Piccina, Piccina / liric and music by Reny Will, aka Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score (5 p.) Holograph in ink and pencil,.  
-For voice and piano. In English.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO.  
-Related names and works: Will, Reny. [MAI-3717]  

  45 Viola, Renzo.  
-Pilgrim's chorus.  
-1 ms. part. Holograph in pencil.  
-Part for clarinet. [MAI-3718]  

  46 Viola, Renzo.  
-The polka waltz / by Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score (7 p.). Holograph in ink and pencil.  
-For voice and piano. Accompanied by sketches in pencil and arrangement 
of a portion for 3 accordions, 2 violins, flute, clarinet, trumpet, and 
percussion.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH INSTRUMENTAL ENSEMBLE.; SONGS 
WITH PIANO. [MAI-3719]  

  47 Viola, Renzo.  
-Portrait / by Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score ([4] p.). Holograph in ink and pencil.  
-For voice and piano. Italian words.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO. [MAI-3720]  

  48 Viola, Renzo.  
-Prelude in A-minor / by Renzo Viola.  
-c1970.  
-5 p. of ms. music. Holograph in ink.  
-For piano.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC. [MAI-3721]  

  49 Viola, Renzo.  
-Prelude in g# minor / Renzo Viola.  
-[2] p. of ms. music. Holograph in pencil.  
-For piano. Includes sketches for First pieces for little fingers on the piano.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC.  
-Related names and works: First pieces for little fingers on the piano. 
[MAI-3722]  

  50 Viola, Renzo.  
-Pupazzetto = The puppet: per pianoforte a quattro mani (duet) / by 
Lorenz Viola.  
-[6] p. of ms. music. Holograph in ink.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC (4 HANDS). [MAI-3723]  
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  51 Viola, Renzo.  

-Rondó: The fruit vendor / words and music by Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score ([7] p). Holograph in ink and pencil.  
-For voice and piano.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO.  
-Related names and works: Fruit vendor. [MAI-3724]  

  52 Viola, Renzo.  
-Scherzo: for trumpet in Bb and piano / by R. Viola.  
-c1960.  
-1 ms. score ([5] p.). Holograph in ink and pencil.  
-SUBJECTS: TRUMPET AND PIANO MUSIC. [MAI-3725]  

  53 Viola, Renzo.  
-Serenata dei piccoli / by Renzo Viola.  
-c1935, c1946.  
-4 items of ms. music.  
-3 versions for piano with titles: Serenata dei piccoli, c1935; The piccoli: 
Serenata; Serenata. 1 part for 1st & 2nd trumpets with title: Serenata dei 
piccoli for four trumpets in Bb and piano, c. 1946..  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC.; QUINTETS (PIANO, TRUMPETS (4)). 
[MAI-3726]  

  54 Viola, Renzo.  
-Serenata: The strolling players / by R. Viola.  
-1 ms. part ([1] leaf). Holograph in ink.  
-Part for violin.  
-Related names and works: Strolling players. [MAI-3727]  

  55 Viola, Renzo.  
-Song in the wind / by Renzo Viola.  
-2 ms. scores. Holographs in ink and in pencil.  
-For voice and piano.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO. [MAI-3728]  

  56 Viola, Renzo.  
-Sotto al vecchio pino = Under the old pine tree / by Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score (4 p.). Holograph in ink.  
-For voice and piano. Words in Italian only.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO.  
-Related names and works: Under the old pine tree. [MAI-3729]  

   Viola, Renzo. 
-Stornello sturling. SEE HIS Blue eyes. 

  11 Viola, Renzo.  
-Summer night song, or, You you you! / by Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score (p. 2 [i.e. 3]). Holograph, signed, in pencil.  
-For voice and piano. Bound with Bric-a-brac.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO.  
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  57 Viola, Renzo.  

-A summer romance / by Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score (4 p.). Holograph in ink.  
-For voice and piano.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO. [MAI-3730]  

  58 Viola, Renzo.  
-Susy: pianoforte / by Renzo Viola.  
-2 items of ms. music. Holographs in ink and in pencil.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC. [MAI-3731]  

  59 Viola, Renzo.  
-Tamburine / by Lorenzo Viola.  
-[4] p. of ms. music. Holograph in ink.  
-For piano.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC.  
-Related names and works: Viola, Lorenzo. [MAI-3732]  

  60 Viola, Renzo.  
-Taravaltz: Tarantella valtz / R. Viola.  
-3 p. of ms. music. Holograph in pencil.  
-For piano.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC.  
-Related names and works: Tarantella valtz. [MAI-3733]  

  61 Viola, Renzo.  
-Tecla: Serenata Siciliana / by R. Viola.  
-1 ms. score ([3] p.). Holograph in pencil.  
-For violin and piano.  
-SUBJECTS: VIOLIN AND PIANO MUSIC. [MAI-3734]  

  62 Viola, Renzo.  
-Tdilio rotto / Renzo Viola.  
-[2] p. of ms. music.  
-For piano.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC. [MAI-3735]  

  63 Viola, Renzo.  
-The thrasher: for piano / by Renzo Viola.  
-[3] p. of ms. music. Holograph in ink.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC. [MAI-3736]  

  64 Viola, Renzo.  
-Three kings on the way / by R. Viola.  
-[1] leaf of ms. music: ill. + 1 ms. part. Holographs in ink and pencil.  
-Score for chorus [?] and piano; part for clarinet. Title in caption of part: 
The three kings: corale.  
-SUBJECTS: CHORUSES, SECULAR,; CHRISTMAS MUSIC.  
-Related names and works: Three kings: corale. [MAI-3737]  
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  64 Viola, Renzo.  

-Three kings on the way / Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score ([1] leaf: ill. + 1 part. Holograph in ink and pencil.  
-Score for chorus [?] and piano; part for clarinet. Title in caption of part: 
The three kings: corale.  
-SUBJECTS: CHRISTMAS MUSIC.  
-Related names and works: Three kings: corale. [MAI-3767]  

  65 Viola, Renzo.  
-Tibelia dream / by R. Viola.  
-2 ms. parts. Holographs in ink.  
-Parts for 1st & 2nd violins and 3rd & 4th violins.  
-SUBJECTS: STRING QUARTETS (VIOLINS (4)). [MAI-3738]  

  66 Viola, Renzo.  
-A token: for pianoforte / by Renzo Viola.  
-2 items of ms. music. Holographs in ink.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC. [MAI-3739]  

  67 Viola, Renzo.  
-Trifling woman / Renzo Viola.  
-[16] p. of ms. music. Holograph in pencil.  
-On accompanying envelope: Original draft for movie, Trifling woman.. 
Includes 7 blank pages interspersed with 9 pages of music.  
-SUBJECTS: MOTION PICTURE MUSIC.; MUSICAL SKETCHES. 
[MAI-3740]  

  68 Viola, Renzo.  
-Tulip: miniature piece for pianoforte / by Renzo Viola.  
-c19975.  
-[2] p. of ms. music. Holograph in ink.  
-Listed as Tulip: Six melodic pieces, I.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC.  
-Related names and works: Melodic pieces, I; Six melodic pieces, I. 
[MAI-3741]  

  69 Viola, Renzo.  
-Valse eros: Acacia / by R. Viola.  
-2 items of ms. music. Holographs in pencil.  
-For piano.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC.  
-Related names and works: Acacia. [MAI-3742]  

  70 Viola, Renzo.  
-Violet valse / by Renzo Viola.  
-[2] p. of ms. music. Holograph (photocopy).  
-For piano. On accompanying Postit note: I kept orig because it was 
named for me. V.J.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC. [MAI-3743]  
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  71 Viola, Renzo.  

-Why!: to a smile / by Renzo Viola.  
-[3] p. of ms. music. Holograph in ink.  
-For piano. Composer's name on t.p. and in caption changed from: Lorenz 
Viola.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC.  
-Related names and works: Viola, Lorenz. [MAI-3744]  

  72 Viola, Renzo.  
-You and I / by Renzo Viola.  
-c1968.  
-2 items of ms. music. Holographs in pencil.  
-Item 1: for piano (?) with chord symbols; item 2: for 1st accordion.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC.; ACCORDION MUSIC. [MAI-3745]  

   Viola, Renzo 
-You you you! SEE HIS Summer night song. 

  74 Viola, Renzo.  
-[Selections]  
-Catch me, or, Peek a boo: chorus; Happy birthday; The buzzing bee; 
Sweet morning / by Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score. Holograph in ink and pencil.  
-For voice or unison chorus and piano.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO.; CHORUSES, SECULAR 
(UNISON) WITH PIANO.  
-Related names and works: Peek a boo; Happy birthday; Buzzing bee; 
Sweet morning. [MAI-3747]  

  73 Viola, Renzo.  
-[Selections]  
-Sirene; Sibelia dream; Nettuno; Mignonette; Doloris / Renzo Viola.  
-c1921.  
-1 ms. score (19 p.). Holograph in ink.  
-For violin and piano. Accompanied by rough copy in pencil of Sibelia 
dreams, 1920.  
-SUBJECTS: VIOLIN AND PIANO MUSIC.  
-Related names and works: Sibelia dream; Nettuno; Mignonette; Doloris. 
[MAI-3746]  

  74 Viola, Renzo.  
-[Selections]  
-Catch me, or, Peek a boo: chorus; Happy birthday; The buzzing bee; 
Sweet morning / by Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score. Holograph in ink and pencil.  
-For voice or unison chorus and piano.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO.; CHORUSES, SECULAR 
(UNISON) WITH PIANO.  
-Related names and works: Peek a boo; Happy birthday; Buzzing bee; 
Sweet morning. [MAI-3747]  
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  75 Viola, Renzo.  

-[Selections]  
-[Untitled piano music] / R. Viola.  
-3 items of ms. music. Holographs in pencil and ink.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC. [MAI-3748]  

  75 Viola, Renzo.  
-[Selections]  
-[Untitled piano music] / R. Viola.  
-3 items of ms. music. Holographs in pencil and ink.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC. [MAI-3748]  

  76 Viola, Renzo.  
-[Untitled song] / R. Viola.  
-1 ms. score. Holograph in pencil.  
-For voice and piano. In Italian. First line: Labandie.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO.  
-Related names and works: Labandie. [MAI-3749]  

  77 Viola, Renzo.  
-[Untitled song] / Renzo Viola.  
-[2] p. of ms. music. Holograph in pencil.  
-For piano with superlinear words. In English. First line: For such a love.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS WITH PIANO.  
-Related names and works: For such a love. [MAI-3750]  

  78 Viola, Renzo.  
-[Selections]  
-[Unidentified piano music] / Renzo Viola.  
-[4 p. of ms. music. Holograph in pencil.  
-Illegible titles, possibly: Chirpy dens; Il novelline Arabo.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC.  
-Related names and works: Chirpy dens; Novelline Arabo. [MAI-3751]  

  78 Viola, Renzo.  
-[Selections]  
-[Unidentified piano music] / Renzo Viola.  
-[4 p. of ms. music. Holograph in pencil.  
-Illegible titles, possibly: Chirpy dens; Il novelline Arabo.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC.  
-Related names and works: Chirpy dens; Novelline Arabo. [MAI-3751]  

  79 Viola, Renzo.  
-Melodie du coeur: romance / by Renzo Viola.  
-New York: Photo Play Music Co.: sole selling agent, Belwin, New York., 
c1924.  
-1 piano-conductor score (5 p.).  
-For orchestra. Includes emendations in pencil by the composer, with 
indications of IV violin. part.. On cover: Romance; IV violin.  
-SUBJECTS: ORCHESTRAL MUSIC.  
-Related names and works: Romance. [MAI-3752]  
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  80 Viola, Renzo.  

-The children's Sunday: op. 20 / by Renzo Viola.  
-New York: Renzo Viola, c1924.  
-3 p. of music.  
-For piano.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO MUSIC. [MAI-3753]  

  81 MacDowell, Edward.  
-An old garden: op. 62 / by Edward MacDowell; arranged for violins and 
piano by Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score ([4] p.) + 3 ms. parts. Arranger's holographs in ink.  
-SUBJECTS: VIOLINS (2) AND PIANO.  
-Related names and works: Viola, Renzo. [MAI-3754]  

  82 Massenet, Jules.  
-[Erynnies. Elegie; arr.]  
-Elegie: op. 15 / Jules Massenet; arr. by Renzo Viola for concert band.  
-1 ms. score (4 p.) + 18 parts. Arranger's holographs in ink.  
-SUBJECTS: BAND MUSIC, ARRANGED.  
-Related names and works: Viola, Renzo. [MAI-3755]  

  82 Massenet, Jules.  
-[Erynnies. Elegie; arr.]  
-Elegie: op. 15 / Jules Massenet; arr. by Renzo Viola for concert band.  
-1 ms. score (4 p.) + 18 parts. Arranger's holographs in ink.  
-SUBJECTS: BAND MUSIC, ARRANGED.  
-Related names and works: Viola, Renzo. [MAI-3755]  

  83 Rossini, Gioacchino.  
-[Gazza ladra. Sinfonia]  
-Sinfonia Gaza ladra / Rossini; trascrizione per bando par Salvatore 
Impallomeni [and] Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score ([43] p.). In ink, probably in the hand of Impallomeni.  
-On accompanying sheet: Symphony La Gaza ladra by G. Rossini, 
arranged for band by S. Impallomene & R. Viola.  
-SUBJECTS: BAND MUSIC, ARRANGED.; OVERTURES.  
-Related names and works: Impallomeni, Salvatore; Viola, Renzo. [MAI-
3756]  

  83 Rossini, Gioacchino.  
-[Gazza ladra. Sinfonia]  
-Sinfonia Gaza ladra / Rossini; trascrizione per bando par Salvatore 
Impallomeni [and] Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. score ([43] p.). In ink, probably in the hand of Impallomeni.  
-On accompanying sheet: Symphony La Gaza ladra by G. Rossini, 
arranged for band by S. Impallomene & R. Viola.  
-SUBJECTS: BAND MUSIC, ARRANGED.; OVERTURES.  
-Related names and works: Impallomeni, Salvatore; Viola, Renzo. [MAI-
3756]  
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  84 Schumann, Robert.  

-[Album fur die Jugend., Nr. 10. Frolicher Landmann]  
-The merry farmer; Traumerei / by R. Schumann; arranged for band by 
Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. condensed score ([5] p.) + 18 parts. Arranger's holographs in ink.  
-SUBJECTS: BAND MUSIC, ARRANGED.  
-Related names and works: Schumann, Robert. Kinderscenen. Traumerei; 
Viola, Renzo. [MAI-3757]  

  84 Schumann, Robert.  
-[Album fur die Jugend., Nr. 10. Frolicher Landmann]  
-The merry farmer; Traumerei / by R. Schumann; arranged for band by 
Renzo Viola.  
-1 ms. condensed score ([5] p.) + 18 parts. Arranger's holographs in ink.  
-SUBJECTS: BAND MUSIC, ARRANGED.  
-Related names and works: Schumann, Robert. Kinderscenen. Traumerei; 
Viola, Renzo. [MAI-3757]  

  85 Wagner, Richard.  
-[Lohengrin. 3. Akt. Einleitung]  
-Lohengrin: Introduction to the 3rd act / R. Wagner; arranged for 4 pianos 
16 hands and [sic] by Renzo Viola.  
-2 ms. parts. Arranger's holographs in ink.  
-Parts for 3rd and 4th piano.  
-SUBJECTS: OVERTURES.; PIANO.  
-Related names and works: Viola, Renzo. [MAI-3758]  

  85 Wagner, Richard.  
-[Lohengrin. 3. Akt. Einleitung]  
-Lohengrin: Introduction to the 3rd act / R. Wagner; arranged for 4 pianos 
16 hands and [sic] by Renzo Viola.  
-2 ms. parts. Arranger's holographs in ink.  
-Parts for 3rd and 4th piano.  
-SUBJECTS: OVERTURES.; PIANO.  
-Related names and works: Viola, Renzo. [MAI-3758]  

  86 Viola, Renzo.  
-[Selections (Sketches)]  
-[Sketches and exercises].  
-3 v. Holographs in pencil.  
-SUBJECTS: MUSICAL SKETCHES. [MAI-3785]  

  86 Viola, Renzo.  
-[Selections (Sketches)]  
-[Sketches and exercises].  
-3 v. Holographs in pencil.  
-SUBJECTS: MUSICAL SKETCHES. [MAI-3785]  
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  87 Viola, Renzo.  

-[Selections (Sketches)]  
-[Sketches and exercises].  
-Ca. 300 p. of ms. music. Holograph in pencil.  
-SUBJECTS: MUSICAL SKETCHES. [MAI-3786]  

  87 Viola, Renzo.  
-[Selections (Sketches)]  
-[Sketches and exercises].  
-Ca. 300 p. of ms. music. Holograph in pencil.  
-SUBJECTS: MUSICAL SKETCHES. [MAI-3786]  

  88 Viola, Renzo.  
-[Material relating to Alice in Musicland].  
-1930-31.  
-5 items.  
-Clipping, patent receipt, and brochures relating to Alice in Musicland, an 
educational toy piano. Accompanied by 2nd clarinet part for Alice in 
Music Land / by Renzo Viola or Reny Will.  
-SUBJECTS: TOY PIANOS.  
-Related names and works: Alice in Musicland; Alice in Music Land; 
Will, Reny. [MAI-3788]  

  89 Viola, Renzo.  
-[Programs and pictures]  
-Photograph of chorus, program including Viola's work Black Orchids, 
photocopies of photographs of instrumental group and of Viola at piano.  
-Related names and works: Black Orchids. [MAI-3789]  

  90 Viola, Renzo.  
-[Programs].  
-1919-49.  
-5 items. [MAI-3791]  

  91 Viola, Renzo.  
-Lindenhurst Rotary song sheet.  
-1 item. Printed.  
-Includes texts of Viola songs: Dwarf's dance (Never Give Up) from the 
musical fantasy The jar; The flag.  
-SUBJECTS: SONGS -- TEXTS.  
-Related names and works: Rotary; Dwarf's dance; Flag. [MAI-3792]  

  92 Viola, Renzo.  
-[Brochures for Viola's piano courses].  
-2 items.  
-SUBJECTS: PIANO -- INSTRUCTION AND STUDY. [MAI-3793]  

  93 Joy, Violet V.  
-[Biography of Renzo Viola].  
-1991.  
-2 leaves. Typescript.  
-Related names and works: Viola, Renzo. [MAI-3794]  
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  94 Joy, Violet V.  

-Letter: Amity Harbor, NY, to Jean Bosen, New York, 1991 June 22.  
-1991.  
-1 leaf. [MAI-3795]  

  94 Bowen, Jean.  
-[Letter: to Violet Joy, Amity Harbor, 1991 June 25.  
-1991.  
-1 leaf. [MAI-3796]  

  95 Viola, Renzo.  
-[Clippings].  
-1915-1976.  
-8 items on 11 leaves. [MAI-3790]  

  96 Viola, Renzo.  
-[Containers].  
-8 items. Holographs in pencil and ink.  
-Titles in the composer's hand on snippets from envelopes originally 
containing musical scores. [MAI-3787]  


